EFFECTS OF GROWTH HORMONE ON THE ONTOGENETIC ALLOMETRY OF CRANIOFACIAL BONES
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Abstract

Organism size is controlled by interactions between genetic and environmental factors mediated by hormones with systemic and local effects. As changes in size are usually not isometric, a considerable diversity in shape can be generated through modifications in the patterns of ontogenetic allometry. In this study we evaluated the role of timing and dose of growth hormone (GH) release on growth and correlated shape changes in craniofacial bones. Using a longitudinal study design, we analyzed GH deficient mice treated with GH supplementation commencing pre- and post-puberty. We obtained 3D in vivo micro-CT images of the skull between 21 and 60 days of age and used geometric morphometrics to analyze size and shape changes among control and GH deficient treated and non-treated mice. The variable levels of circulating GH altered the size and shape of the adult skull, and influenced the cranial base, vault, and face differently. While cranial base synchondroses and facial sutures were susceptible to either the direct or indirect effect of GH supplementation, its effect was negligible on the vault. Such different responses support the role of intrinsic growth trajectories of skeletal components in controlling the modifications induced by systemic factors. Contrary to the expected, the timing of GH treatment did not have an effect on catch-up growth. GH levels also altered the ontogenetic trajectories by inducing changes in their location and extension in the shape space, indicating that differences arose before 21 days and were further accentuated by a truncation of the ontogenetic trajectories in GHD groups.
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INTRODUCTION

Organisms display a large range of variation in size within and among species, which arise from modifications of developmental processes in response to environmental and genetic variables (Nijhout 2003). Changes in size are usually not proportional or isometric resulting in shape variation that is correlated with size; a phenomenon known as allometry (Huxley 1950; Gould 1966). Consequently, a considerable diversity in shape can be generated through modifications in the pattern of ontogenetic growth either by extensions or truncations along common ontogenetic allometries or by alterations in the patterns of size-related shape changes. The developmental mechanisms that control the allometric relationships among traits are complex. They involve interactions between genes, metabolism, nutrition as well as signaling molecules with localized and systemic effects (Thissen et al. 1994; Singleton et al. 2007).

Recent advances suggest that the joint effect of local and systemic molecular factors play a significant role in regulating the timing and rate of organ growth (Parker 2011). On one hand, the size of morphological structures is dependent on intrinsic regulators of growth, such as extracellular signaling molecules (e.g. ligands of the Hedgehog, bone morphogenetic protein/transforming growth factor-□, epidermal and fibroblast growth factor families). Such molecules control cell proliferation and differentiation within developing organs, and thus their variable expression at local levels can modify the scaling relationships between morphological traits as well as between individual traits and body size. However, growth is also controlled by factors with a systemic effect on the organism. Growth hormone (GH), acting directly or by inducing the expression of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), as well as the autocrine/paracrine release of IGF-1 are the major systemic factors inducing growth in most organs (Le Roith et al. 2001). Studying the interaction between systemic factors and the particular growth trajectories exhibited by different structures is relevant to understand the developmental underpinnings of relative growth, which can account for the magnitude and direction of local responses under the influence of common or nonspecific causes (e.g. nutrition and endocrine changes).

In this paper, we focus on the role of GH on the ontogenetic allometry of craniofacial bones. This hormone is one of the most important regulators of bone growth through the stimulation of chondrocyte proliferation at the endochondral growth plates and the induction of proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts and osteoclasts (Giustina et al. 2008). Alterations in the GH pathway that either reduce the levels of circulating hormone or interfere with the binding to its receptor result in an overall reduction of skeletal growth. Supplementation with GH has the opposite effect although the magnitude of the response is highly variable depending on the time at which it begins and the target organs (Kasukawa et al. 2003). In terms of the craniofacial complex, GH treatment significantly increases some measurements such as cranial base length, facial height and mandibular size, while it has a much lower effect on other variables (Cantu et al. 1997; Rice et al. 1997; Vandeberg et al. 2004; Singleton et al. 2006; Bills et al. 2008). These results suggest that the level and timing of GH release can induce shape changes in the skull. However, the influence of variable levels of circulating GH on the ontogenetic allometry of craniofacial structures has not been
thoroughly assessed, i.e., whether GH has the potential of altering the pattern of size-dependent shape changes during ontogeny.

We analyzed longitudinal growth of GH deficient mice treated with GH supplementation commencing pre- and post-puberty in order to evaluate the influence of GH on the development of craniofacial shape and size and to specifically test the effect of the timing of growth hormone treatment. We expected that the deficiency of GH resulted in a modification of craniofacial shape as a consequence of the allometric changes induced by the impairment of somatic growth. We also hypothesized that the treatment with GH would have a differential effect on the cranial vault, base and face. In particular, structures that mature later in ontogeny are expected to be more sensitive to GH treatment and thus, their growth is expected to increase in a greater extent compared to more mature structures. Accordingly, we predict an association between craniofacial shape and the timing of GH treatment. We expect this to occur because the early treatment with GH commencing pre-puberty will result in greater catch-up growth than late treatment commencing post-puberty. We further tested how the different levels of GH modify the ontogenetic trajectory of the skull. Finally, the significance of patterns of hormone release in morphological evolution is discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental design

As a genetic model of GH deficiency we used homozygous mice for a mutation in the growth hormone–releasing hormone receptor (Ghrhr). The Ghrhr homozygous mouse, known as little (lit/lit), is a dwarf strain on a C57Bl/6 genetic background that is characterized by reduced levels of GH. The normal GH release is impaired due to a defect in the growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) pathway. The defect results from a mutation in the N-terminal extracellular domain of the GHRH receptor which impedes the normal binding of GHRH altering the synthesis of GH (Gaylinn et al. 1999). The heterozygous mouse (lit/+) has normal GH synthesis and release comparable to wild type C56Bl/6 and is thus suitable for use as a genetic control group.

Mice used in this experiment were bred in-house from breeding pairs purchased from the Jackson Laboratory. At 21 days old, male and female pups were weaned and divided into one of five experimental groups: heterozygous control representing GH sufficient (GHS, n=17); homozygous control representing GH deficient (GHD, n= 15); homozygous early (GHDe, n=10) and late treatment (GHDl, n=10), which received daily injections of 25 μg of mouse recombinant growth hormone from 21 and 35 days of age, respectively; and homozygous saline injection control (GHDs, n=7), which received daily subcutaneous injections of saline starting at 21 days of age to determine if there were effects of stress from daily injections (Kristensen et al. 2010). All injections ceased at 60 days of age.

Animals were separated by sex and housed in an accredited animal care facility under a 12-hour light/dark cycle and allowed ad libitum access to standard rodent chow and water. All animal procedures were reviewed and approved by the University of Calgary Health Sciences Animal Care Committee and experiments were conducted in compliance with this...
approval. Animals were cared for as per the guidelines of the Canada Council on Animal Care.

**Morphometric data**

In vivo micro-computed tomography images (μCT; vivaCT 40, Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) of the skull were obtained at 21, 28, 35, 45 and 60 days of age, for all experimental groups. Fifty-four landmarks were digitized on the μCT scans of each mouse cranium using Analyze 3D 5.0 (USA). Table 1 and Figure 1 show the 23 bilateral and eight midline 3D landmarks digitized from the 3D reconstructions (Willmore et al. 2006). Each landmark was assigned to one of the three modules in which the skull was divided: base, face, and vault (Gonzalez et al. 2011). These modules were identified on the basis of the current knowledge about developmental processes and functional properties of the cranium. In this sense, it is well documented that these three cranial components differ in their embryological origin, mode of ossification and pattern of growth (Morriss-Kay 2001; McBratney-Owen et al. 2008). Consequently, we hypothesized that GH treatment will have a disparate effect on each module. This framework does not assume that these three modules fully represent the modular organization of the skull, which we know to be substantially more complex than this (Hallgrímsson et al. 2009). For the purposes of this study, it is not necessary that these three divisions of the skull are the salient features of the cranial variance-covariance matrix. We use them here because we hypothesize that these regions of the skull respond differently to growth hormone, since each is differentially dependent on brain growth and chondrocranial growth (Enlow 1990).

A generalized least-squares superimposition was performed using MorphoJ (Klingenberg 2011) on landmark configurations to obtain Procrustes coordinates. This procedure optimally translates, scales and rotates coordinates of landmarks (Rohlf and Slice 1990). Separated superimpositions were obtained for the skull and each module. The symmetric component, obtained by estimating the average of the left and right configurations of landmarks, was extracted and the resulting coordinates were used as shape variables (Klingenberg et al. 2002). We computed the centroid size as a measured of overall size of the skull. The centroid size is defined as the square root of the sum of squared distances of each landmark coordinate from the centroid (mean x, y, z, landmark for the configuration) of the configuration.

**Statistical analyses**

The effect of the different levels of growth hormone on adult skull size was investigated by applying a univariate analysis of variance to the natural logarithm of centroid size (logCS) at 60 days of age. Post hoc tests were then conducted to evaluate which groups displayed significant differences. The same analysis was then repeated for each cranial module (face, base and vault).

The pattern of shape differentiation in the adult skull was investigated by performing a between-group principal component analysis on the Procrustes coordinates at 60 days of age (called here between treatment PCA, btPCA). This is an alternative ordination method specifically recommended when the number of observations is smaller than the number of
variables, as is usually the case of geometric morphometric data in 3D (Boulesteix 2005). This PCA is calculated by projecting the data onto the eigenvectors of the between-groups covariance matrix. The method leads to a better group separation than in ordinary PCA and allows a visual assessment of between-groups differences. Visualizations of shape changes among groups were performed by regressing the Procrustes coordinates onto the PC scores and then warping the scanned surface of a mouse skull, using the thin-plate spline procedure implemented by Landmark software (Wiley et al. 2005). The coordinates digitized on the surface of a GHS mouse were warped onto the coordinates that represented the shape changes along the negative and positive extremes of the first two principal components.

In addition, to test the effect of the different levels of GH on the skull shape attained at 60 days of age, we calculated univariate and multivariate analyses of variance using the PC scores as dependent variables and the experimental group as the factor with 5 levels. The PC scores were obtained from a PCA on the covariance matrix of the whole set of specimens at 60 days of age. The use of PC scores instead of the Procrustes coordinates as shape variables is a common method of dimensionality reduction in geometric morphometrics, where a large number of variables results from using 2 or 3 coordinates for each landmark (Sheets et al. 2006). To evaluate the effect of reducing the dimensionality we used as dependent shape variables the scores along the first principal component (PC1), the minimal set of PCs that jointly account for at least 80% of the total variance and the set of all PCs that individually account for at least 1% of variance.

In order to evaluate how GH modifies the entire ontogeny of shape during the age interval covered by the experiment we performed a between-group PCA based on the among-ages covariance matrix, called here between ages PCA (baPCA). This analysis allows the comparison of the ontogenetic trajectories among the five experimental groups in the shape space. A similar approach has been previously used for the comparison of inter-specific trajectories (Klingenberg and Spence 1993; Mitteroecker et al. 2004, 2005).

Then, we evaluated the effects of GH, age and size on skull shape by applying an analysis of variance. This procedure allowed to simultaneously test for the effect of size on shape (allometric effect), for the effect of age independent from size (ontogenetic effect) and for the effect of GH level independent from both size and ontogenetic-related shape changes. In addition, we evaluated for the consistency of the allometric effect among experimental groups (interaction logCS by group). Similar designs have been previously used to test for the effect of experimentally induced factors on the allometric and non-allometric components of shape and the comparison of inter-specific allometries (Klingenberg and Spence 1993; Debat et al. 2003). In the current study, a mixed-model was used in order to account for the temporal autocorrelation resulting from taking repeated measurements along individual ontogenies. Specimens were included as a random factor in the model following the procedures implemented in the nlme package (Pinheiro et al. 2012). The dimensionality of the data was first reduced by performing a PCA from the covariance matrix of the Procrustes coordinates of the ontogenetic series. PCs obtained from this analysis were then used as dependent shape variables for the analyses.
Additionally, to analyze the size-related shape changes along ontogeny (i.e., ontogenetic allometry) we performed multivariate regressions of the Procrustes coordinates on logCS for the whole skull and each module separately (face, base and vault) (Monteiro 1999). The amount of variation explained by the regression model was quantified as a percentage of the total shape variation, computed using the Procrustes metric. The statistical significance of the regressions was evaluated with permutation tests against the null hypothesis of independence. In this case the pattern of shape variation related to ontogenetic allometry was depicted by warping the coordinates digitized on the surface of a GHS mouse onto the coordinates that represented the shape changes predicted for the smallest and largest sizes. The thin-plate spline procedure implemented by Landmark software was used for this purpose.

To compare the direction of ontogenetic allometries of the skull between groups with different levels of circulating GH we computed the pairwise angles between the regression vectors. The components of these vectors are regression coefficients for the Procrustes coordinates on logCS and thus represent the shape changes related to size for each coordinate of landmarks. The estimation of the angle between vectors is a method widely used in geometric morphometric studies aiming at comparing ontogenetic trajectories both among and within species (Zelditch et al. 2003, Drake and Klingenberg 2008; Gonzalez et al. 2011). Angles of 0.0° are expected when the ontogenetic allometries being compared overlap or are parallel. To test the null hypothesis that the vectors have random directions we followed the procedure implemented in MorphoJ (Klingenberg 2011). In that case the angles between vectors are expected to be 90° and the corresponding P-values are 1.0. In addition, to evaluate whether the shape changes between adults of the five treatments were similar to size-related shape changes along ontogeny, we estimated the angle between the first eigenvector of the btPCA and the regression coefficients of Procrustes coordinates on logCS from the interval 21-60 days for the control group.

Lastly, endocranial volume was measured at days 21, 28, 35, 45 and 60 from the 3D scans and used as an estimate of brain size. To calculate endocranial volume, all images were reduced by a factor of two in each of the x, y, z dimensions, resulting in an isotropic voxel size of 76μm. Both median (radius=3) and maximum (radius=1) filtering were applied to these images to remove sutures (ImageJ, v1.43, US National Institutes of Health, Bethesda MD). The volume of the virtual casts was calculated and statistically significant differences among groups at the age of 60 days were determined using an ANOVA test.

All morphometric and statistical analyses were performed using MorphoJ (Klingenberg 2011) and R software 2.13.0 (R Development Core Team, 2011 which is freely available at http://www.r-project.org).

RESULTS

Size increased in each experimental group over the study period, consistent with growth, although the groups displayed remarkable differences in size at every age (Fig. 2). At the 60 day-old stage there were statistically significant differences in skull size between groups ($F_{4,52}= 223.2$; $P < 0.001$). A post hoc test showed that the heterozygous (GHS) and the four
homozygous groups (GHD), without and with GH treatment, differed significantly in the size attained at 60 days old (post hoc Tukey’s HSD: P<0.01 for the pairwise comparisons with GHS). Therefore, the GHD resulted in significantly reduced skull growth as compared with heterozygous controls. The homozygous control and homozygous saline control groups had similar sizes as well as the two homozygous groups treated with GH (post hoc Tukey’s HSD: P=0.96 and P=0.99, respectively). This indicates that there were no detectable effects due to the stress of daily injections, and that the two groups injected with GH had a similar increase in skull size regardless of the age of onset of treatment.

When the cranial modules were analyzed separately, similar results were found for the centroid size of the base and the face, but not for the vault (Fig. 2). At the 60 day-old stage there were statistically significant differences between groups in the size of the base ($F_{4, 52}=147.801; P<0.001$), face ($F_{4, 52}=280.015; P< 0.001$) and vault ($F_{4, 52}=66.223; P< 0.001$). The post hoc tests showed that the four GHD groups were significantly smaller than the GHS group (post hoc Tukey’s HSD: P<0.01 for the pairwise comparisons with GHS). Likewise, the base and face of the GHD groups with GH treatment were significantly larger than in the GHD groups without hormonal treatment (post hoc Tukey’s HSD: P<0.01) while there were no significant differences between the early and late treatment with GH (Base: P=0.998; Face: P=1). Conversely, the only significant differences observed for the vault were between the GHS and the four GHD groups (post hoc Tukey’s HSD: P<0.01 for the pairwise comparisons with GHS). According to this result, the growth of the vault was not increased by either the late or the early GH treatment (post hoc Tukey’s HSD: P=0.961 and P=0.946 for the comparisons between GHD group and GHDe, and GHDI, respectively).

We also analyzed the endocranial volumes at 60 days of age for each experimental group and found that the homozygous control, early treatment and late treatment groups had significantly smaller brain sizes than the heterozygous control group (Fig. 3), with no differences between the GHD groups. Thus, growth hormone treatment appears to have no effect on brain size when administered daily from age 21 days and onwards.

Accordingly, the centroid size values showed that the three modules of the skull had a different pattern of size reduction relative to the GHS group. Compared to GHS, the face was 15% smaller in the two untreated GHD groups and 12% smaller in the two GHD treated groups. The base displayed a reduction in size of 11% for the GHD groups with no treatment and 9% for the GHD treated groups compared to GHS. Finally, the four GHD groups showed a similar reduction of vault size compared to GHS, which was around 8%.

Between treatment PCA (btPCA) of the skull at the 60 day time point is shown in Figure 4. The first two components account for 94.94% of the variation between group means. The GHS group is clearly separated from the GHD groups along the first btPC. It can also be noted that the groups with early and late GH treatment overlap along this axis, while they are separated from the GHD groups with no GH treatment. Shape variation between treatments at 60 days of age is manifested primarily in the reduction of the relative width of the vault and the base, and the increasing length of the face with the level of GH (Fig. 5). Similar ordinations were found for the base and face, where the two groups treated with GH are separated from the untreated GHD groups (Fig. 4). Conversely, the four GHD groups
overlapped significantly along the first btPC obtained for the vault (Fig. 4). This indicates
that the increase in size in the face and base induced by GH treatment affects their shape,
meaning that the growth within each module was not isometric or equal in all directions.

The ANOVA test performed for the group of 60 days of age indicated a highly significant
effect of the GH level on the skull shape summarized by the PC1, which explained 51.32%
of total variance (\(F_{4,52}=84.909; P<0.01\)). The post-hoc Tukey's HSD showed that the four
GHD groups differed significantly from the heterozygous control (\(P<0.01\)). Moreover, the
only not significant pairwise comparisons were between the early and late GH treatment
groups, and between the group without GH treatment and the one that received saline
solution (post hoc Tukey's HSD: \(P>0.90\)). PC1 was significantly correlated with logCS (\(r =
0.957\)), meaning that a large percentage of shape variation between groups was size-related.
The allometric component was summarized by the first PC, while the other components
displayed a low and not significant correlation with size. The MANOVA test based on the
first 7 PCs, which accounted for a reasonable large amount of the variation between
specimens (80%), was found to be highly significant (Wilk's \(\lambda=0.019; F_{28,167}=11.94;
P<0.01\)) as well as the test of the first 13 PCs that individually explain more than 1% of total
variation (Wilk's \(\lambda=0.0049; F_{32,152}=8.86; P<0.01\)). The pairwise comparisons also showed
significant differences between the heterozygous control and the four groups with GH
deficiency in both multivariate analyses, although no differences were found between
groups with and without GH treatment. Overall, these results confirmed that neither the late
nor the early GH treatments were able to restore the skull shape by the age of 60 days.

The between group principal component based on the ontogenetic series is shown in Figure
6. The first baPC describes a predominant linear trend and represents shape variation related
to growth within each group, while the second baPC describes differences between groups
with variable levels of GH. The first component accounts for a large amount of variation
among group means (87.39%), while the second component accounts for 4.57% of variation.
This plot reveals that the ontogenetic trajectories of the GHS and GHD groups in the shape
space do not overlap although they follow the same direction. It can also be seen that the
GHD groups already differ from the GHS at the earliest stage analyzed. Differences between
GHS and non-treated GHD groups increase with age due to a larger extension of the
ontogenetic trajectory in the control group. Although the ontogenetic trajectories of the GH
treated groups are extended compared to the non-treated ones, they do not catch up with the
GHS specimens.

For the linear mixed-model we used the first PC which explained a large amount of total
variation (around 50% for the skull, face and base, and 36% for the base) and was highly
and significantly associated with size and age, while the remaining PCs explained small
percentages of total variation and did not show a significant allometric effect. Both size and
age effects were found to be significant in the univariate linear mixed-model of the skull
where PC1, which accounted for 57.5% of total variation, was used as dependent shape
variable. This suggested both a significant allometric effect (\(F_{1,207} = 29548.620; P<0.01\))
and significant ontogenetic-related shape changes (\(F_{1,207} = 174.843; P<0.01\)) in the skull
along the axis that summarized the highest amount of shape variation in the ontogenetic
series. The GH level also had a significant effect on skull shape (\(F_{14,54} = 163.698; P<0.01\)).
In addition, the interaction term logCS by group was significant ($F_{4, 207} = 28.619; P<0.01$) indicating that the allometric effect did not remain consistent along the experimental groups. Similar results were obtained for the face in which the three independent variables as well as the interaction of logCS by group had a significant effect on PC1, which accounted for 56.3% of total variation (Table 3). Conversely, we did not find a significant interaction between size and GH treatment for the base or vault, suggesting that the allometric effect on PC1 remained consistent along the experimental groups (Table 3).

We further analyzed the size-related shape changes in order to compare the allometric ontogenies between groups. The results of the multivariate regressions of the Procrustes shape coordinates on logCS indicated that between 29% and 53% of the ontogenetic shape variation within each group was related to size (Fig. 7). The largest values were found in the heterozygous control and early GH treated groups (Fig. 7). A strong association between skull shape and size was found in the ontogenetic series, which is illustrated in the scatter plot that depict the regression shape scores as a function of size for GHS, GHD and GHDe groups (Fig. 8). Allometric trajectories of the two GH deficient groups overlap while exhibit some differences with the control group.

Pairwise comparisons of within-group allometric regression vectors of the skull indicated that the GHD groups differed from the control group by angles ranging from 12 to 24 degrees (Table 2). The highest values were found between GHS and the two GHD groups not treated with GH. Similar results were found for the face, base and vault (Table 2). Except for the comparison between GHS-GHDI for the vault, the regression vectors of non-treated groups displayed the highest angles with the regression vectors of heterozygous control group. This means that the direction of allometric trajectories of GH treated groups were more similar to GHS group than those from non-treated groups. Nevertheless, the statistical assessment of the resulting angles indicated that all pairwise comparisons were significantly different from the expected for random vectors.

Within each group, the size-related shape changes throughout ontogeny were characterized by a flattened and elongated braincase and an increased facial length (Fig. 9). Similar shape changes were found between treatments at 60 days, where the GHD groups appeared immature with a shorter face and rounded braincase (Fig. 5). This similarity was also reflected in the angle between the ontogenetic allometric regression vectors and the first eigenvector of the btPCA which was 18.14° and smaller than expected for pairs of random vectors ($P<0.001$). The comparisons with the remaining components showed larger values and not significantly different from the expected right angle for pairs of random vectors ($P>0.5$).

**Discussion**

Our results support the prediction that GH deficiency alters craniofacial shape due to allometric changes induced by the impairment of growth. We also found that the effect of GH differed among the three cranial regions analyzed. The face displayed a larger reduction in size in the GHD mice, indicating that the growth of facial bones was more dependent on the GH stimulus than the cranial base or vault bones. Likewise, the response to GH
supplementation was different between modules. GH treatment stimulated growth of the cranial base and face to different extents in these two modules; however its effect was negligible in the vault.

Contrary to our expectation, the timing of GH treatment did not have an effect on catch-up growth of the skull as long as it started after weaning and before puberty. By day 60 the early and late treatment groups did not exhibit differences in size or shape. This lack of significant differences in growth between the early and late treatments suggests a non-linear response to GH supplementation within the ontogenetic stage analyzed here (i.e., between 21 and 35 days). This means that injecting the same dose of GH for a longer period did not have an accumulative effect on bone growth, which is consistent with a non-linear relationship between dose and effect commonly observed for biological phenomena (Nijhout 2008). It remains to be determined whether increasing the daily dose or starting treatment at an earlier time point would have a differential effect on growth. Previous studies on the same mice have shown that both pre-pubertal and post-pubertal GH treatment failed to fully restore femoral and vertebral bone macrostructure, leading to compromised bone mechanical properties. Some aspects of vertebral trabecular microarchitecture were fully rescued with pre-pubertal treatment, resulting in normalized trabecular bone mechanical properties independent of bone size (Kristensen et al. 2010, 2012). The differential response of anatomical structures to GH reduction observed here has also been described in humans with Ghr insensitivity, humans carrying mutations that result in lower levels of circulating GH as well as in GH deficient rats (Rice et al. 1997; Vandeberg et al. 2004). Particularly, these studies find a correlation between the growth maturity gradient (i.e. as an animal grows, the rate of maturation of its boney structures varies) (Buschang et al. 1983) exhibited by different structures and their response to GH impairment, with the more mature traits less affected by GH treatment and vice versa. The mechanisms underlying such correlations can be related to the role of GH during pre and postnatal life as well as to the interaction between this systemic factor and local regulators of growth in each organ. Although the action of pituitary GH on fetal growth during the later period of gestation is well supported (Waters and Kaye 2002), the prenatal growth is primarily controlled by locally secreted IGFs and non-pituitary GH secreted by several fetal tissues. IGF-I and IGF-II are expressed from zygote formation and implantation until birth, with IGF-II expression being more extensive from mid to late gestation (Randhawa and Cohen 2005). After birth, GH assumes a prominent role in regulating growth and stimulating the production of systemic and local IGF-I. Consequently, structures that display a relative extended period of postnatal growth will be more affected by the reduction of GH release than those with a larger proportion of growth occurring prenatally. These mechanisms can account for the larger size reduction observed in the GHD group in less mature structures such as the face.

The effect of pre- and post-puberal GH supplementation on facial size can also be related to a greater susceptibility to GH in those structures that exhibit a more extended period of postnatal growth. The effects of GH on bone growth are mediated by the up-regulation of a large number of genes associated with the GH-IGF axis and other signaling pathways such as Wnt and BMP (Krishnan et al. 2006). Previous studies have shown that the treatment with GH in hormone deficient models induces significant changes on the gene expression of long bones. However, expression patterns are highly variable according to the type of tissue
analyzed and the growth period in which tissues are sensitive to GH (Flores-Morales et al. 2001; Kasukawa et al. 2003). To the best of our knowledge, the response of different cranial bones to GH has not been yet evaluated, although a heterogeneous effect might be expected given the complex embryological origin and mode of ossification displayed by the skull. This is supported, for example, by the differential FGFs and FGFRs expression pattern observed in bones that display intramembranous or endochondral ossification and between neural crest or mesoderm derived bones (Rice et al. 2003; Quarto et al. 2009).

Our results point out that cranial base synchondroses and facial sutures are susceptible to GH and/or IGF1 action and that their responses to experimentally altered hormone levels are thus integrated. Conversely, the lack of phenotypic changes in the vault suggests independence in its response to GH levels. This is probably linked to the epigenetic effect of brain growth in promoting the cellular proliferation and differentiation in the coronal, sagittal and lambdoid sutures. The morphogenesis and maintenance of bone growth in cranial sutures are regulated by the secretion of several factors by the dura mater in response to the forces produced by the expanding brain (Opperman et al. 1995; Kim et al. 1998). As the GH supplementation did not increase brain growth, the events stimulated by this process could not been rescued by the hormone treatments applied here. Variations in the epigenetic regulation of complex structures are fundamental for understanding the degree of phenotypic integration and independence to hormone signal displayed by different traits (Ketterson et al. 2009).

Another issue addressed in this paper was to evaluate the influence of different levels of GH on the ontogenetic trajectory of the skull. This is relevant because there are different ways in which genetic, endocrine and environmental factors can alter the ontogenetic trajectories of skeletal structures and thus result in the patterns of size and shape variation observed among adults (Drake and Klingenberg 2008; Nijhout and German 2012). The between group PCA based on the ontogenetic dataset showed non-overlapping trajectories between GH sufficient control mice and GH deficient groups (Fig. 6). These trajectories were different in origin but not in direction in the shape space, indicating that differences arose before the first age stage analyzed here. Shape differences between GHD and control groups were further accentuated by a truncation of the ontogenetic trajectories of non-treated groups. Although the trajectories of the two GHD groups that received early and late GH treatments displayed an important elongation compared to the non treated groups, they did not catch up with control group. The analysis of the allometric component of shape showed that directions of regression vectors were significantly different from the expected for pairs of random vectors (Table 2), indicating that directions of ontogenetic allometry of GHD groups were similar to heterozygous control. Nevertheless, we found a significant interaction between logCS and treatment on shape changes summarized by the first PC based on the ontogenetic series of the skull and the face (Table 3). This suggests that the allometric effect did not remain consistent along the experimental groups. Conversely, non-significant interaction was observed for the base neither for the vault, which further support the differential response of cranial components to a common systemic factor.

Due to their role in the processes that control growth, hormones are thought to be an important source of intra- and interspecific morphological diversification. Over evolutionary
time, hormones can induce phenotypic changes in two main ways: hormone signals may vary in their strength and/or pattern of release, or the target tissues may be modified resulting in a greater or lower sensitivity to hormone signals (Hau 2007; Ketterson et al. 2009). Comparative studies have mostly measured circulating hormone levels and assessed their relationship with body size and life history traits (Bernstein 2005; Bernstein et al. 2008). However, the distribution and concentration of receptors in target tissues and the autocrine and paracrine production of growth factors are more likely responsible for evolutionary changes in ontogenetic trajectories (e.g. extension, truncation, changes in direction), which in turn, result in the patterns of shape and size diversity observed among adults. One interesting example is the discovery of a single \textit{IGF1} single-nucleotide polymorphism haplotype which is associated with the diversity in body size exhibited by domestic dogs (Sutter et al. 2007). Based on our results, it is expected that such modifications of the GH-IGF axis not only affect overall body size but also induce shape changes in the skull as a consequence of both alterations of ontogenetic trajectories and the dissimilar effect of GH levels on craniofacial traits. It is worth noting that similar patterns of allometric change in the skull can be produced by environmental factors, such as the reduction of energy intake in early life (Gonzalez et al. 2011). This suggests that systemic factors such as hormones and external stimuli can induce the same response in morphological traits, and that the nature of this response depends on the timing of the perturbation in relation to the intrinsic trajectory of growth of each structure. Clearly, the regulation of growth through systemic factors along with environmental interactions is a major source of phenotypic variation in complex morphological structures which is still only beginning to be understood.
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Figure 1.
3D landmarks collected from mouse skulls as described in Table 1.
Figure 2.
Log Centroid size (LogCS) ± standard error for GHS (GH sufficient), GHD (homozygous control or GH deficient), GHDe (homozygous early treatment), GHDi (homozygous late treatment), GHDs (homozygous saline control) groups at the five time points studied (days 21, 28, 35, 45, 60).
Figure 3.
Endocranial volume ± standard error for GH sufficient heterozygous control (GHS), homozygous control or GH deficient (GHD), homozygous early and late treatments (GHSe, GHSI) and homozygous saline (GHDs) groups at 60 days old. *P<0.01 compared to the four GHD groups.
Figure 4.
Between-treatments principal component analysis (btPCA) of Procrustes shape coordinates of three-dimensional landmarks of the 5 groups analyzed at 60 days old for the whole skull and by cranial module. GHS: GH sufficient heterozygous control; GHD: homozygous control or GH deficient; GHDe and GHDl: homozygous early and late treatment; GHDs: homozygous saline injection control.
Figure 5.
Shape changes corresponding to the observed extremes in the positive and negative directions of the between-treatments first principal component (btPC1) shown as a warped surface of a mouse skull.
Figure 6.
Between-age PCA (baPCA) of the ontogenetic series. The first two components account for 91.96% of variation between group means. Circles represent the centroid (0.95) of each age stage by treatment. Centroids corresponding to GHDs were not included in order to make easier the visualization of the trajectories of the GHD groups not treated and treated with GH. Arrows indicate the progression of age within each group, increasing from left to right, and show the overall ontogenetic trajectory in the shape space.
Figure 7.
Ontogenetic allometries. Percentage of shape variation explained by size within each longitudinal series.
Figure 8.
Ontogenetic allometries. Regression scores, obtained from the multivariate regression of Procrustes shape coordinates on log centroid size (logCS), as a function of size. GH sufficient heterozygous control (GHS), homozygous control or GH deficient (GHD) and homozygous early treatment (GHSe) groups are represented.
Figure 9.
Shape change associated with ontogenetic allometry, estimated from the regression of Procrustes coordinates on log centroid size (logCS) in the ontogenetic series. Shape changes associated with the extreme values of centroid size within each group are shown as warped surfaces of a mouse skull. GHS: GH sufficient; GHD: homozygous control or GH deficient; GHDe: homozygous early treatment.
### Table 1

Skull landmarks. L/R indicates that landmarks were selected on both the left and right sides of the skull, and M indicates that the landmarks were located on the midline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landmark</th>
<th>Anatomical description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIA</td>
<td>Anterior inferior auditory bulla (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIF</td>
<td>Anterior margin of incisive foramen (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIZ</td>
<td>Anterior inferior zygomatic (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANM</td>
<td>Most anterior point along premaxilla nasal junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>Anterior superior alveoli (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATS</td>
<td>Auditory-temporal-sphenoid junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATZ</td>
<td>Anterior temporal-zygomatic junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRG</td>
<td>Bregma (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Foramen caecum (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>Fronto-temporal-parietal junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOS</td>
<td>Intersection of frontal suture with orbital rim (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAM</td>
<td>Lambda (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFM</td>
<td>Lateral foramen magnum (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFS</td>
<td>Lateral point along frontal suture (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFM</td>
<td>Medial foramen magnum (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP</td>
<td>Medial maxilla-premaxilla junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Superior margin of suture of temporal and zygomatic processes of zygomatic arch (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSI</td>
<td>Midline superior incisor (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>Midline presphenoid sphenoid synchondrosis (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>Point along occipomastoid suture (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>Nasion (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Occipital-auditory junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Occipital-auditory-sphenoid junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF</td>
<td>Posterior incisive foramen (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Point of greatest curvature on the posterior margin of the malar process (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>Posterior superior alveoli (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTZ</td>
<td>Posterior temporal-zygomatic junction (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZA</td>
<td>Point of greatest curvature along posterior edge of zygomatic process of temporal bone (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>Sphenoid-ethmoidal synchondrosis (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOS</td>
<td>Sphenoid-occipital synchondrosis (M)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2

Pairwise angles between regression vectors of ontogenetic allometries. GHS: GH sufficient heterozygous control; GHD: homozygous control or GH deficient; GHDe and GHDl: homozygous early and late treatment; GHDs: homozygous saline injection control. Values are in degrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairwise comparisons</th>
<th>Skull</th>
<th>Face</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Vault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHS - GHD</td>
<td>24.604</td>
<td>22.337</td>
<td>48.806</td>
<td>30.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHS - GHDe</td>
<td>12.496</td>
<td>15.274</td>
<td>19.054</td>
<td>20.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHS - GHDl</td>
<td>15.324</td>
<td>16.708</td>
<td>24.992</td>
<td>46.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHS - GHDs</td>
<td>24.256</td>
<td>26.617</td>
<td>48.675</td>
<td>27.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHDe - GHDl</td>
<td>12.552</td>
<td>13.809</td>
<td>18.356</td>
<td>30.091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Linear mixed-model. Analysis of the effects of size (logCS), age and GH level (group) on craniofacial shape summarized by PCI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>LogCS</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>LogCS*Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skull</td>
<td>$F_{4,54}=94.24$</td>
<td>$F_{1,207}=5353.66$</td>
<td>$F_{4,207}=16.17$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>$F_{4,54}=63.45$</td>
<td>$F_{1,207}=3447.79$</td>
<td>$F_{4,207}=4.74$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P=0.03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>$F_{4,54}=88.38$</td>
<td>$F_{1,207}=8625.90$</td>
<td>$F_{1,207}=72.27$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vault</td>
<td>$F_{4,54}=22.79$</td>
<td>$F_{1,207}=2246.49$</td>
<td>$F_{4,207}=1-32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>$P=0.26$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>